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Goals
Make the students handle with easy meteorological instruments and data analysis, enforcing the
knowledge of their territory (the main meteorological parameters will show different values
depending on altitude, exposition and land use).
Urban areas with asphalted coverage, heating systems, traffic, generally human activities can be
compared with the countryside and little villages.
Each student that lives in villages or in the countryside is provided with a pluviometer and a Min
Max thermometer.
Students install the instruments near their home taking care of the proper ways of installation.

Target: students of age 14+

Instruments:
Pluviometers, price: 3,6-9,8€ each
Min-Max thermometer, price: 9-12€.
Notes and pen
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THE MAXIMUM-MINIMUM THERMOMETER
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The Maximum-minimum thermometer is made by a small
pipe, shaped as a U, which has a small tank of alcohol in
one of the extremity. As you can see inside, you have
mercury and two small blue bars.
Pressing the white button in the middle, you can set the
thermometer to zero: in the right side scale (the same as a
common thermometer) as well as in the one of the left side
(with inverted values, that is lower than 0 values on the
upper part) mercury and the two small blue bars will be set
on the 0 level.
Functioning:
As the temperature increases (such as starting from the
morning till the hottest hours of the day) alcohol will expand
pushing down the mercury level of the right side of the pipe,
so you may be able to see the maximum column values
going up: mercury will push the small blue bar till the
maximum temperature.
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As the temperature goes down (such as starting from the
afternoon till the next morning) alcohol will contract “taking
the mercury with him” so that you should see it going up in
the left side column (the one of the minimum values),
pushing the small blue bar till the minimum temperature.
The small blue bars are not affected by the mercury change
of level because of their “small head” that keeps them in the

Mercury

position they are pushed by the mercury.
Reading:
Reading has to be done once a day.
You can read the maximum temperature, as you set the thermometer to zero, on the right column and the
minimum temperature on the left column (red numbers are negatives!!! -Below zero-)
Readings has to be done at the BASE of the small blue bars (limit level of the mercury).
Every time you do a reading of both temperatures, the thermometer has to be set to ZERO. Readings report
temperatures between a zero setting and the next one (that has to be done basically every 24 hours).
Positioning:
The Maximum-Minimum thermometer has to be placed about two meters high from the ground, in a vertical
position and not directly exposed to the light, because otherwise you'll get a wrong temperature of the air. So
you have to face it the north.
The thermometer measures are in Celsius degrees (C°)
THE PLUVIOMETER
Positioning:
A proper pluviometer position is far away from obstacle like walls,
roofing… about 1 meter high from the ground and you have to clean it
properly (removing leaves or other residuals).
Pluviometer measures are in mm.
Reading:
Read the total amount of rain you get in a day (24 hours) and then
empty it; if the glass is almost full before 24 hours, note down the rain
value, empty it so the total amount will be the sum of the two readings.
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TABLE FOR READING AND CALCULATING
In the worksheet “data acquisition form” are reported the days of the months and the read parameters with
the indications of the basic calculation to be done.
You can print it and use it as a paper work sheet for every day of the year.
The “data elaboration” work sheet is the same as the previous and you can insert in it data for every months.
Worksheet “data acquisition form” can be downloaded here:
http://www.carboeurope.org/education/CS_Materials/meteoAThome.xls
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